WINN ARCHERY SIZING INFORMATION
We have spent a considerable amount of time analyzing the wrong
size returns for the first two years of the online retail store. The
previous 35 years we were distributor oriented so there was no input
back to us. Wrong size orders are a pain and cost you and us time
and money. The guidelines below reflect what we found to be the
cause of most, if not all, wrong size orders. Use this information
below, look at the sizing chart and let common sense find your
correct size.
Because of the differences in hand thickness, hand length, thumb
position and wrist diameter, there are no given dimensions that can
be strictly followed. Use the dimension given as a reference to point
you to the correct size and not a defining factor. In almost 40 years
no one here can recall a shooter that could not find a size to fit.
#1 In the first two years since we opened the online store only "one"
returned a release because the size ordered was too "small". All but
that one, for whatever reasons, ordered a size to "large".
54% ordered X-large needing a large
45% ordered Large needing a medium
1% ordered medium needing a small
#2 When ordering for themselves, there has not been one Free Flight
returned for wrong size from a lady shooter. They all fit to a size
small. Very few men need a small, so when a ladies name is on the
order and it is for a M, LG, or even XL we have to surmise it is a lady
ordering for a husband, son or friend. Lady's this "does not" work
and it causes a large portion of wrong sizes ordered. So Lady's when
your husband, son or friend asks you to order a Free Flight for them,
Say, "No I cannot do it, you have to read this and figure out what size
you need yourself". Having talked to many of you ladies about a
return, I can tell you are the ones standing in line at the post office.

#3 Size Large versus X large. Some of you have big hands, very
large hands, even huge hands. You can't even get a pair of X Large
work gloves on. Even a XX Large pair of work gloves are tight. Free
Flights size "large" covers all hands up to size "XXX". Most all size
XXX Free Fight's are bought to be worn over a thick XL or XXL cold
weather glove on an extra large hand. Or, if you are large enough to
be an NFL defensive lineman, you need an XXX Large.
#4 Size medium versus Large. if you think you are in between a size
medium or real close to a size large, order the medium. The Free
Flight needs to be on the tight side. This allows it to form to the
contours of your hand and grip, if it is to big it cannot.
__________________________________________________________________
X SMALL - Childs hand usually through ten years. If the Childs hand is
at all above average for the age go to size SMALL. X SMALL is for a
the very small hand.
SMALL - 100% so far fits an average size ladies hand or a juveniles
hand that is still growing.
MEDIUM - Small to average size man's hand, a large for a young
man's hand up to what most consider a large hand. If a pair of large
work gloves fits but just a little loose you still need a medium. You
want it tight as it will form better to fit your hand. Remember "no one"
sends back a medium needing a large.
LARGE - Large to XX Large man's hand or medium sized hand over a
cold weather glove. It covers a size difference from the lower end of
large to what most consider the top end of XX Large.
XXX-LARGE - Should be considered a special order for extremely
large hands or to be used over a size XX large hand wearing a thick
cold weather glove.

